While Flory theories [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] provide an extremely useful framework for understanding the behavior of interacting, randomly branching polymers, the approach is inherently limited. Here we use a combination of scaling arguments and computer simulations to go beyond a Gaussian description. We analyse distributions functions for a wide variety of quantities characterising the tree connectivities and conformations for the four different statistical ensembles, which we have studied numerically in Refs. [6, 7] : (a) ideal randomly branching polymers, (b) 2d and 3d melts of interacting randomly branching polymers, (c) 3d self-avoiding trees with annealed connectivity and (d) 3d self-avoiding trees with quenched ideal connectivity. In particular, we investigate the distributions (i) pN (n) of the weight, n, of branches cut from trees of mass N by severing randomly chosen bonds; (ii) pN (l) of the contour distances, l, between monomers; (iii) pN ( r) of spatial distances, r, between monomers, and (iv) pN ( r|l) of the end-to-end distance of paths of length l. Data for different tree sizes superimpose, when expressed as functions of suitably rescaled observables x = r/ r 2 (N ) or x = l/ l(N ) . In particular, we observe a generalised Kramers relation for the branch weight distributions (i) and find that all the other distributions (ii-iv) are of Redner-des Cloizeaux type, q( x) = C |x| θ exp −(K|x|) t . We propose a coherent framework, including generalised FisherPincus relations, relating most of the RdC exponents to each other and to the contact and Flory exponents for interacting trees.
I. INTRODUCTION
A randomly branched tree is a finite connected set of bonds that contain no closed loops and which is embedded in a d dimensional space. Aside from their importance in statistical physics [8] and the intriguing connection to relevant physical problems as percolation [9] , randomly branched trees have received particular attention for being practically implicated in the modelling of branched [10] , ring [4, [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] and supercoiled [17] polymers.
As customary in polymer physics [10, 18] , the behavior of randomly branched trees can be analyzed in terms of a small set of exponents describing how expectation values for observables characterising tree connectivities and conformations vary with the weight, N , of the trees or the contour distance, L, between nodes: Here, N br (N ) denotes the average branch weight; * Electronic address: anrosa@sissa.it † Electronic address: ralf.everaers@ens-lyon.fr L(N ) the average contour distance or length of paths on the tree; R 2 (L) the mean-square spatial distance between nodes with fixed contour distance; R 2 g (N ) the mean-square gyration radius of the trees; N c (N ) the average number of intra-tree pair contacts; N inter c (N ) the average number of pair contacts between different trees in melt. By construction, ν = ρ ν path , and the relation ǫ = ρ is expected to hold in general [19] .
Exact values for the exponents are known only for a very few number of cases. For ideal non-interacting trees, the exponents ρ ideal = ǫ ideal = ν ideal path = 1/2 and ν ideal = 1/4 [20, 21] . Furthermore, γ ideal c = 2 − dν ideal where d denotes the dimension of the embedding space. For interacting trees, the only known exact result [22] is the value ν = 1/2 for self-avoiding trees in d = 3. On the other hand, numerical results [6, 7, 19, 23] as well as approximate theoretical calculations [24, 25] confirm that Flory theories [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] provide a useful framework for discussing the average behavior, Eqs. (1) to (4), of a wide range of interacting tree systems. While being remarkably successful though, due to its simplicity Flory theory is inevitably affected by serious known shortcomings and limitations [26, 27] . They are, for instance, manifest in (small) deviations of predicted from observed or exactly know values for exponents as those defined in Eqs. (1) to (5) , and, importantly, it does not give any insight for the equally relevant exponent β, Eq. (6) . In the case of linear chains, these limitations are much more pronounced in the distribution functions for the corresponding observables which contain a wealth of additional information.
Little seems to be known about the even larger range of configurational distribution functions for interacting trees. In the following, we present numerical results based on a detailed analysis of five different tree ensembles, which we have simulated in [6, 7] : (i) ideal randomly branching polymers, (ii) 2d and 3d melts of interacting randomly branching polymers, (iii) 3d self-avoiding trees with annealed connectivity and (iv) 3d self-avoiding trees with quenched ideal connectivity. We analyse the distributions along the lines of known relations for ideal trees and linear chains and propose a coherent framework, including generalised Fisher-Pincus relations, relating most of the exponents characterising the distribution functions to each other and to the contact and Flory exponents for interacting trees. The paper is organised as follows: In Section II we briefly summarise the theoretical background and list a number of useful results for ideal and interacting linear chains and trees. In Section III we give a few details on the numerical methodologies employed for simulating the trees and analysing their connectivity. Finally, we present and discuss our results in Sec. IV and briefly conclude in Sec. V.
II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND A. Ideal trees
Consider a tree of mass N defined as N + 1 monomers connected by N bonds or Kuhn segments. For ideal trees, Daoud and Joanny [2] calculated the partition function Z N in the continuum approximation: 
where I 1 (x) is the first modified Bessel function of the first kind, λ the branching fugacity and Z 0 = 1. Removing a randomly chosen bond, splits a branch of size n < N/2 from the remaining tree of size N − n − 1. For ideal trees, the probability distribution, p N (n), of branch sizes is given by the Kramers theorem [10] 
and related to sum over all possible ways of splitting the tree. From this expression, it is possible to derive the following asymptotic relations:
with N br (N ) ∼ N 1/2 ≡ N 2−x , where x = 3/2 is the scaling exponent describing the decay of p N (n) in the large-N limit, Eq. (9).
B. Flory theory of interacting trees
Flory theories are formulated as a balance of an entropic elastic term and an interaction energy [28] :
In the standard case of self-avoiding walks,
represents the entropic elasticity of a linear chain,
R d represents the two-body repulsion between segments, which dominates in good solvent. For interacting trees, the elastic free energy takes the form [3] :
The expression reduces to the entropic elasticity of a linear chain for unbranched trees with quenched L = l K N . The first term of Eq. (11) is the usual elastic energy contribution for stretching a polymer of linear contour length L at its ends [3] . The second term penalises deviations from the ideal branching statistics, which lead to longer paths and hence spatially more extended trees. More formally, it is calculated from the partition function of an ideal branched polymer of N bonds with L bonds between two arbitrary fixed ends [3, 21, 29] . For trees with quenched connectivity, Eq. (11) has to be evaluated for the given mean path length L and then minimised with respect to R. For trees with annealed connectivity, Eq. (11) needs to be minimised with respect to both, R and L. In this form, the theory predicts values for the exponents ν, ρ, and ν path for a wide range of tree systems [6, 7] as a function of the embedding dimension, d, as well as relations between these exponents. For example, optimising L for annealed trees for a given asymptotic, R ∼ N ν , yields
ν path = 3ν 1 + 2ν (13) independently of the type of volume interactions causing the swelling in the first place. Plausibly, a fully extended system, ν = 1, is predicted not to branch, ρ = 1, and to have a fully stretched stem, ν path = ν = 1. For the radius of ideal randomly branched polymers, ν = 1/4, one recovers ρ = 1/2 and Gaussian path statistics, ν path = 1/2.
C. Linear chains beyond Flory theory
There is more to (linear) polymers than can be described by Flory theory. The number of self-avoiding walks is given by [27, 30] 
with a universal exponent γ and a non-universal constant µ characteristic of the employed lattice. Flory theory can neither predict the functional form of Eq. (14) , nor the numerical value of γ, nor the related contact probability [27] 
Furthermore, Flory theory incorrectly predicts that stretched chains exhibit essentially Gaussian behavior with volume interactions becoming quickly negligible. Instead, the end-to-end distance distribution of selfavoiding walks is to an excellent approximation [31] given by the Redner-des Cloizeaux (RdC) [27, 32] distribution
with q( x) independent of N . For small distances, Eq. (18) is dominated by the power law with the exponent θ given by the contact exponent Eq. (15) . For large distances, the chain behaves like a string of N/g blobs of size ξ ∼ g ν . For a given extension r/ξ, the free energy of k B T per blob implies that the exponents t is given by [33, 34] 
Interestingly, knowledge of the two exponents is sufficient to reconstruct the entire distribution function, because the constants C and K are determined by the conditions (1) that the distribution is normalized ( q( x)d x ≡ 1) and (2) that the second moment was chosen as the scaling length ( |x| 2 q( x)d x ≡ 1):
D. Lee-Yang edge singularity
Lattice trees are believed to fall into the same universality class as lattice animals [35] [36] [37] with their number scaling similarly to Eq. (14):
In particular, the tree and animal critical exponents in d-dimensions are related to the Lee-Yang edge singularity [22, [38] [39] [40] ] of the Ising model in an imaginary magnetic field in (d − 2)-dimensions, suggesting a relation between the entropy and the size
Interestingly, this relation suggests that it is possible to estimate the number of self-avoiding trees using Flory theory.
III. MODEL AND METHODS
In this section, we account very briefly for the algorithms used for generating equilibrated configurations of trees (Sec. III A) and the numerical schemes employed for their analysis (Sec. III B). The reader interested in more technical details may look into our former works [6, 7] . A longer discussion is dedicated to how we extracted and extrapolated scaling exponents for RdC functions and contacts (Sec. III C). Quantitative details as well as tabulated values for single-tree statistics are presented in the Supplemental Material.
A. Generation of equilibrated tree configurations for different ensembles
To simulate randomly branching polymers with annealed connectivity, we employ a slightly modified version of the "amoeba" Monte-Carlo algorithm [36] for trees on the cubic lattice with periodic boundary conditions. In the model, connected nodes occupy adjacent lattice sites. As there is no bending energy term, the lattice constant equals the Kuhn length, l K , of linear paths across ideal trees. The functionality of nodes is restricted to the values f = 1 (a leaf or branch tip), f = 2 (linear chain section), and f = 3 (branch point). We have studied ideal non-interacting trees, 3d self-avoiding trees, and 2d and 3d melts of trees.
In addition, we have studied randomly branched trees with quenched ideal connectivity. For this ensemble, we have resorted to an equivalent off-lattice bead-spring model and studied it via Molecular Dynamics simulations. In this model, trees are represented by the same number of degrees of freedom, with bonds described as harmonic springs of average length equal to l K . This allows a one-to-one mapping to and from the lattice model. Furthermore, beads interact with a repulsive soft potential whose strength is tuned in such a way, that the gyration radii of self-avoiding lattice trees remain invariant under the switch to the off-lattice model, if their quenched connectivities are drawn from the ensemble of self-avoiding on-lattice trees with annealed connectivity.
For all our ensembles, the tree sizes are 3 ≤ N ≤ 1800 for ideal and self-avoiding trees [6] and 3 ≤ N ≤ 900 for melts of trees [7] .
B. Analysis of tree connectivity
We have analysed tree connectivities using a variant of the "burning" algorithm for percolation clusters [41, 42] . The algorithm works iteratively: each step consists in removing from the list of all nodes the ones with functionality = 1 and updating the functionalities and the indices of the remaining ones accordingly. The algorithm stops when only one node (the "center" of the tree) remains in the list. In this way, by keeping track of the nodes which have been removed it is possible to obtain information about the mass and shape of branches. The algorithm can be then generalized to detect the minimal path length l i,j between any pair of nodes i and j: it is in fact sufficient that both nodes "survive" the burning process.
C. Finite-size effects
As discussed in detail in our former works [6, 7] , extrapolation to the large-N limit of scaling exponents is a delicate issue. In general, in fact, our data are affected by finite-size effects and extracted exponents are either (i) effective (crossover) exponents valid for the particular systems and system sizes we have studied or (ii) estimates of true, asymptotic exponents, which suffer from uncertainties related to the extrapolation to the asymptotic limit.
Extrapolating scaling exponents of distribution functions -Pairs of exponents (θ l , t l ), (θ path , t path ), and (θ tree , t tree ) are obtained by best fits of data for distribution functions p N (l), p N ( r|l) and p N ( r) to the corresponding 2-parameter Redner-des Cloizeaux functions (Eqs. (28) , (34) and (37), respectively). As shown in Tables SI-III the values obtained from these fits display non negligible finite-size effects. Then, the search for extrapolated values has required two separate strategies.
For exponents (θ l , t l ) and (θ tree , t tree ), we follow a procedure similar to the one outlined first in [19] and adopted later by us in [6, 7] . It combines together the two following extrapolation schemes:
1. A fit of the data for θ l and θ tree to the following 3-parameter fit functions:
and
and analogous expressions for t l and t tree . Eqs. (24) and (25) correspond to a self-consistent linearisation of the 3 parameter fit θ l,tree = a + b
We have carried out a one-dimensional search for the value of ∆ 0 for which the fits yield vanishing N −∆0 log N term. Note that we have analyzed data for θ l (and t l ) in Eq. (24) in the form "log θ l vs. log N " (log-log), while for θ tree (and t tree ) we have used in Eq. (25) data in a log-linear representation, "θ tree vs. log N ." These two different functional forms have been found to produce the best (statistical significant) fits.
2. In the second method we fixed ∆ = 1, and we calculated the corresponding 2-parameter best fits to the same data.
Results from the two fits are summarized separately in Tables SI and SIII and their averages taken for our final estimates of scaling exponents (see the corresponding boldfaced numbers). In the tables, we have also reported which ranges of N have been considered for the best fits to the data. Unfortunately, for θ path and t path an analogous scheme can not be applied because we have data only for very limited ranges of l. Then, our best estimates come from simply averaging single values together (see boldfaced numbers in Table SII) .
Extrapolating scaling exponents of tree contacts -Tabulated values for intra-chain contacts, N c (N ) ∼ N γc , and inter-chain contacts in tree melts, N inter c Table SIV . Corresponding extrapolated values of critical exponents γ c and β were obtained by the same methodology reported in our articles [6, 7] . For brevity, it was summarized in the caption of Table SIV . Otherwise, the interested reader can look into the above mentioned works for more details.
In all cases, the quality of the fits is estimated by standard statistical analysis [43] : normalized χ-square test
where D − f is the difference between the number of data points, D, and the number of fit parameters, f . Whenχ 2 ≈ 1 the fit is deemed to be reliable. The corresponding Q(D −f, χ 2 )-values provide a quantitative indicator for the likelihood that χ 2 should exceed the observed value, if the model were correct [43] . The results of all fits (tables SI-IV) are reported together with the corresponding errors,χ 2 and Q values. Unless otherwise said, all error bars for the estimated asymptotic values (boldfaced numbers in Tables SI-IV) are written in the form ±(statistical error)±(systematic error), where the "statistical error" is the largest value obtained from the different fits [19] and the "systematic error" is the spread between the single estimates. For brevity, these are combined together into one single error bar in Table I as: (statistical error) 2 + (systematic error) 2 .
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We begin with distribution functions for observables characterizing the tree connectivity: the distribution of branch weights (Sec. IV A) and path lengths (Sec. IV B). Then, we turn to the conformational statistics of linear 
(data were smoothed for better visualization) are compared to the asymptotic scaling relation limn→∞ x(n) = 2 − ǫ (the regions within dashed lines, corresponding to the estimated values of "ǫ ± (error bars)" as reported in Refs. [6, 7] ).
path on the tree (Sec. IV C) and the distribution of internal distances (Sec. IV D).
A. Branch weight statistics and generalised Kramers relation
In Figure 1 we show the distribution, p N (n), of the weight, n, of the branches generated by cutting randomly selected bonds in trees of size N . Obviously, it is possible to cut larger branches from larger trees, but independently of N the vast majority of the branches is small. This follows immediately from the fact that for all our systems a large fraction (≈ 40% for ideal and melt of trees and ≈ 27% for annealed self-avoiding trees [6, 7] ) of the nodes is one-functional: cutting the bonds joining them to the tree generates branches of weight n = 0.
To gain some intuition for the form of these distributions, it is useful to reconsider the case of ideal trees (Section I, Eqs. (7)- (9)), where
n 3/2 (N −n−1) 3/2 , which simplifies to p N (n) ∼ n −3/2 for small 1 < n ≪ N . As expected, by plotting data for p N (n) in log-log plots as a function of n (l.h. column of Fig. 1 ) we find good agreement with the expected power law for small n, while plotting data as a function of n(N − 1 − n) (r.h.s) produces nearly perfect power law behavior over the entire range 1 ≤ n ≤ N/2.
Interestingly, we find similar power law behaviour for interacting trees, too. We therefore tentatively generalize Eq. (7) for the tree partition function to
In fact, this form is compatible with the Kramers theorem, Eq. (8), since
As shown in the corresponding insets, the relation x = 2 − ǫ is well satisfied with values for ǫ taken from Refs. [6, 7] . The numerical prefactor c is related to the asymptotic branching probability (see Fig. 4 in Ref. [6] and Fig. 3 in Ref. [7] ), since in the limit N → ∞, n 3 /N = n 1 /N = 2p N (n = 0) [6] , and
B. Path length statistics for trees
As illustrated in Fig. 2 , the measured path length distribution functions, p N (l), fall onto universal master curves, when plotted as a function of the rescaled path length x = l/ L(N ) :
These master curves are well described by the onedimensional Redner-des Cloizeaux (RdC) form (orange lines in Fig. 2 ):
The constants
follow from the conditions that p N (l) is normalized to 1 and that the first moment, L(N ) , is the only relevant (28), with parameters θ l and t l obtained from the best fits to data for N = 1800 (ideal and self-avoiding trees) and N = 900 (2d and 3d melt of trees), see Table SI for detailed values of fit parameters. Inset: Same plots in log-log scale.
scaling variable. Estimated values for (θ l , t l ) obtained from best fits of Eq. (28) to data for specific values of N and extrapolated values to large N are summarized in Table SI . Interestingly, we can give a physical interpretation of the observed (effective) exponents. For small path lengths, results are not affected by the total tree size. We thus expect to find n(l max ) ∼ l 1/ρ max segments at a contour distance l ≤ l max from any node. Since p(l max ) ∼ dn(l max )/dl max , this suggests the scaling relationship
To estimate the probability for observing very long paths, it is tempting to adjust the Pincus-blob argument [34] cited in the Section II C. A stretched tree should behave like a string of N/g unperturbed trees of size ξ ∼ g ρ , suggesting that
The argument works well (see bottom panel of Table I , columns (a) and (b)) when comparing the asymptotic values for t l in different ensembles to the corresponding numerical values for ρ taken from [6, 7] . Interestingly, being only functions of ρ, θ l and t l can also be explicitly calculated in terms of results for ρ from the Flory theory [6, 7] , see top panel of Table I . Interestingly, the Flory theory gives a remarkable accurate prediction for most of the cases discussed. (34), with parameters θ path and t path obtained from the best fits to data for N = 1800 and l = 64 (selfavoiding trees) and N = 900 and l = 32 (2d and 3d melt of trees), see Table SII for detailed values of fit parameters. Insets: Same plots in log-log representation.
C. Conformational statistics of linear paths Fig. 3 shows measured end-to-end vector distributions, p N ( r|l), for paths of length l on trees of mass N . The data superimpose, when expressed as functions of the scaled distances, x = | r| / R 2 (l, N ) :
Moreover, they are in excellent agreement with the RdC distribution (Eqs. (18), (20) and (21) and orange lines in Fig. 3 ):
The shape of the rescaled distributions, and hence the characteristic exponents θ path and t path , depend on the universality class. Not surprisingly, paths on ideal trees are well described by the Gaussian distribution, i.e. θ path = 0 and t path = 2. Fitted values for the other cases are listed in Table SII . Given the limited range of available path lengths l, we have found no meaningful way to estimate asymptotic values. We have then simply taken the average of the available fitted values (see boldfaced numbers in Table SII) . Again, the observed values can be given a physical interpretation. The exponent θ path describes the reduction of the contact probability, Eq. (15), relative to a naïve Gaussian estimate. Importantly, it is a genuinely novel exponent, i.e. it is independent from all other exponents discussed in Refs. [6, 7] and in this work. In the case of self-avoiding walks, θ is related to the entropy exponent γ, Eq. (16) [27, 30] . Interestingly, Grosberg and colleagues argued [3] that the identical Flory predictions of ν = 3/(d + 2) for self-avoiding walks and for the path statistics in melts of annealed lattice trees suggests a deeper analogy between the two problems [4] . Using γ 2d ≈ 1.344 and γ 3d ≈ 1.162 for two and threedimensional self-avoiding walks [30] and Eq. (16) suggests θ path,2d ≈ 0.459 and θ path,3d ≈ 0.276. In particular, the 3d value is in very good agreement with our finding θ 3d = 0.28 ± 0.02 (Tables I and SII) , while the 2d value appears smaller than the reported θ 2d = 0.63 ± 0.04. Notice though, that these exponents were measured for path length l = O(50) and then finite-size effects may likely induce a bias on the final result.
The exponent t path controls the non-linear path elasticity at large elongations. The measured effective values can be compared to the Fisher-Pincus relation, Eq. (19), for self-avoiding walks [33, 34] 
where specific values for ν path are taken from Refs. [6, 7] , see bottom panel of Table I (columns (a) and (b)). In general, agreement is overall good. The only exception is for 3d self-avoiding trees with quenched ideal statistics, which, again, may be ascribed to the limited range of path lengths of our simulated trees. As for θ l and t l and being a function of ν path only, specific values for t path can be also obtained by using the Flory results [6, 7] for ν path (top panel of Table I ): again, for most of the cases, there exist fair agreement with numerical predictions. Fig. 4 (left panels) shows distributions p N ( r) of vectors r connecting all tree nodes. The data superimpose, when expressed as functions of the scaled distances,
D. Conformational statistics of trees
Again, the distributions are in excellent agreement with the RdC form (Eqs. (18), (20) and (21 and orange lines in Fig. 4 ): (37), with parameters θtree and ttree obtained from the best fits to data with N = 1800 (ideal and self-avoiding trees) and N = 900 (2d and 3d melt of trees), see Table SIII for detailed values of fit parameters. Insets: same plots in log-log scale.
The extracted exponents and corresponding extrapolations to N → ∞ are listed in Table SIII . In the following, we relate the characteristic exponents θ tree and t tree to our previous results by using Eqs. (34) and (28) together with the convolution identity
which states that the local density can be calculated by adding up the contributions from paths of all possible length, 1 ≤ l ≤ N . The behavior of p N (r) for large distances, r > R g , can be estimated from the contour distance l * (r), which makes the dominant contribution to particle pairs found at the spatial distance r. Combining the arguments of the compressed exponentials in Eqs. (28) and (34) , this requires the minimization of 
Results from computer simulations for asymptotic exponents t tree and ν [6, 7] support well this relation (see bottom panel of Table I , columns (a) and (b)).
In the limit of small distances, r < R g , there are two possibilities. If there is no power law divergence in the small l limit, the integral is dominated by contributions from long paths with R 2 (l) ≫ r 2 , allowing to set the exponential term in Eq. (34) equal to one. The only rdependence comes through the explicit r θ path term and hence
In the opposite limit, short paths dominate. The apparent divergence of the integrand in the limit l → 0 is removed by the exponential tail of Eq. (34): paths with vanishing contour lengths up to l ∼ r 1/ν path do not contribute to the monomer density for finite spatial distances r. For longer paths, we can set the exponential to one. In this case
Summarizing
since θ path ≡ 0 for ideal trees and since we expect θ path > 0 and ν ≥ 1/d for interacting trees. Table I compares the asymptotic results to theoretical predictions. Again, the general agreement is fairly good. Finally, as for θ l , t l and t path , specific values for θ tree and t tree can be calculated by resorting to the Flory results for ν (top panel of Table I ). Once again, the predictions prove to be remarkably accurate.
To conclude the section, in Fig. S1 in Supplemental Material we focus on distribution functions of monomers around the tree center of mass. Clearly, for the central node this distribution is Gaussian. On the other hand, distant nodes can not distinguish between the central node and the tree center of mass and their positions hence follow again a RdC distribution. Averaged over node identities, the monomer distribution around the tree center of mass seems to become Gaussian for selfavoiding trees, but not for ideal trees or trees in melt. Interestingly, the latter effect was already noted a long time ago for ideal linear chains [44] .
E. Self-contacts
We turn then to the average number of self-contacts per tree, N c (N ) ∼ N γc (l.h. panel of Fig. 5 and Table SIV) . Consider an arbitrary pair of monomers. The probability to find them in close contact scales as N −ν(d+θtree) . Since there are O(N 2 ) different monomer pairs, we have
This prediction compares extremely well with our numerical estimates for γ c , see Table I . Note that the mean-field estimate γ c = 2 − dν holds only for ideal trees in d ≤ 4 dimensions. The melt case is marginal in that we expect ν = 1/d and thus γ c = 1: by using the estimated asymptotic values of ν in 2d and 3d [7] and θ tree , the different values for γ c compare well for all studied ensembles (see bottom panel of Table I , columns (a) and (b)). In all other cases, γ c = 1 independently of ν, θ path and θ tree , indicating that the local monomer density is finite and independent of tree size. This is yet another illustration of the subtle cancellation of errors in Flory arguments, which are built on the mean-field estimates of contact probabilities [26] .
For tree melts, we have also considered the average number of contacts between nodes on different trees, N 
In particular, Eq. (45) implies that β < 1. By employing the asymptotic values of ν [7] and θ path , Eq. (45) shows good agreement with direct estimates of β values (see bottom panel of Table I , columns (a) and (b)).
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In the present article, we have pursued our investigation of the conformational statistics of various types of lattice trees with volume interactions [5] [6] [7] : 2d and 3d melts of lattice trees with annealed connectivity as well as 3d self-avoiding lattice trees with annealed and with quenched ideal connectivity. The well understood case of ideal, non-interacting lattice trees with annealed connectivity [20, 21] always serves as a useful reference. Here we have complemented the earlier analyses [6, 7] Table I. the average behaviour by reporting results for distribution functions for observables characterising tree conformations and connectivities. In particular, we found that branch weight distributions follow a generalized Kramers relation, Eq. (8), with Z n ∼ c n n ǫ−2 and that path length and distance distributions are non-Gaussian and closely follow Redner-des Cloizeaux [27, 32] distributions Eqs. (27, 28) , (33, 34) and (36, 37) of the type
t which are fully characterised by pairs of additional exponents, θ and t, summarised in Table I . The various exponents t describe the compressed exponential large distance (large path length) behavior of the distribution. Our results suggest, that they obey generalized Fisher-Pincus [33, 34] relations, Eqs. (32), (35) , and (39). The exponents θ characterize small distance (small path length) power law behavior and are hence related to contact probabilities (Eqs. (44) and (45)). We have related them to each other and the other tree exponents (Eqs. (31) and (42)). The only exception is the exponent θ path for the small distance behavior of the path endto-end distance distribution. The situation is similar to the well-known case of linear self-avoiding walks, where the corresponding exponent θ and the closure probability are related to the entropy exponent γ, which can not be predicted by Flory theory. Additional work is required to corroborate the proposed relation [4] between the selfavoiding walk exponents and those characterising tree melts.
In conclusion, interacting randomly branching polymers exhibit an extremely rich behaviour and swell by a combination of modified branching and path stretching [3] . As previously shown [5] , the average behaviour [6, 7] in the various regimes and crossovers can be well described by a generalised Flory theory. Our present results demonstrate, that this is not the case for distribution functions. Nonetheless, their non-Gaussian functional form can be characterised by a small set of exponents, which are related to each other and the standard trees exponents. The good agreement of the predicted relations with the numerical data suggests that we now dispose of a coherent framework for describing the connectivity and conformational statistics of interacting trees in a wide range of situations.
Flory theoretical values of critical exponents.
Relation to
Ideal trees, 2d melt of trees, 3d melt of trees, 3d self-avoiding trees, 3d self-avoiding trees, other exponents annealed connect. annealed connect. annealed connect. annealed connect. quenched ideal connect. 
Numerical values of critical exponents.
Ideal trees, 2d melt of trees, 3d melt of trees, 3d self-avoiding trees, 3d self-avoiding trees, annealed connect.
annealed connect. annealed connect. annealed connect. quenched ideal connect. [44] . Interestingly, for self-avoiding trees pN ( δr) becomes almost Gaussian. Conversely, some noticeable deviations appear in melts of trees, especially in the 2d case. In fact, given the node i at spatial position from the center of mass δri and from the tree center δcr i one might be tempted to rationalise this behaviour by applying the convolution relation
However, this would be incorrect as δrc and δcr i are not statistically independent. Insets show the same plots in log-log scale. Table S III: Conformational statistics of trees. Effective exponents θtree and ttree obtained by best fits the Redner-des Cloizeaux distribution function, Eq. (37) main paper. to the numerical distributions pN (r) of spatial distances r between tree nodes at different N (Fig. 4, main paper) . Extrapolations to N → ∞ were obtained by employing three-(∆ as free parameter) and two-parameter (∆ fixed to 1) fit functions, see Sec. IIIC main paper. The three-parameter fit fails for θtree of self-avoiding trees with quenched ideal connectivity. In this case, the reported statistical and systematic errors were based on the ones of ideal trees where: (statistical error for three-parameter fit) ≈ 20(statistical error for two-parameter fit) ≈ 2(systematic error).
Final estimates with corresponding statistical and systematic errors are given at the end of the table (in boldface).
Self-avoid. trees, Self-avoid. trees, Ideal trees 2d melt of trees 3d melt of trees annealed connect. quen. ideal connect. For ideal trees and melt of trees, the numerical extrapolation scheme follows Ref. [19] and was the same adopted in our former works [6, 7] . It combines best fits to the data of: (1) single power-law behavior (∆ = 0: log Nc = c1 + γ ∆=0 c log N , for data corresponding to the 3 largest N of each set) and (2) power-law behavior with a correction-to-scaling term (∆ = 0: log Nc = c2 + c3N −∆ + γ
